USA-Interns Program

Language Assessment (for an internship abroad)

Family name, First name: ________________________________________________

Studies: __________________________________________________________________

For an internship in ______________________________ . Language tested: _____________________________

How many years has the student been studying the language ? ______________________________

I. Listening and comprehension

a) Understands easily complex sentences

b) Understands all relevant comments of general and specific content. Abilities to communicate on a professional level in the foreign language

c) Understands easy sentences of general and specific content. Abilities to communicate on a professional level asking relevant questions

d) Understands easily simple sentences. Repetitions and translations are necessary.

II. Oral skills

a) Perfect idiomatic skills, can participate in a conversation on all different and complex topics.

b) Speaks using idiomatic vocabulary about general and specific content still with notable errors in grammar and vocabulary.

c) Speaks about general and specific content, but not correctly. Not yet fluent in the language; uses simple sentences and a limited vocabulary

d) Uses all formalities such as politeness and is able to discuss easy content but with limited vocabulary

Name of native speaker/ lecturer-professor: (in …..)                  Professional position: ________________________________________________________________

III. Written skills

a) Writes perfectly, uses idiomatic vocabulary, style-approved without any mistakes on all different and complex topics

b) Writes about general or specific content but not correctly. Not yet fluent in the language due to errors in grammar, vocabulary and idiomatic particularities

c) Writes about general and specific topics using simple sentence structures and a limited vocabulary

d) Writes about easy content with very limited vocabulary with mistakes in the sentence structure

IV. Reading

a) Understands easily of complex content

b) Understands upper-level general and specific content (instructions, memos, etc.)

c) Understands medium-level general and specific content and asks for relevant details

d) Understands easy content

Place and date: ___________________________                 Signature: ____________________________________________